Frame Insert Exchange
for Plansifters of types
MPAG/J and MPAH/K.

Buhler Plansifters are extremely rugged and reliable. But
regular maintenance of their sieves is indispensable in
order to ensure a trouble-free sifting process. To allow you
to focus on your core competencies, Buhler offers you the
optimal solution in the form of frame insert exchanges.
Buhler experts will carry out the entire service related to the
frame inserts of your NOVA (AL) and NOVAPUR (rf)
Plansifters. This means that you will receive the spare frame
inserts from Buhler “just in time” and with the sieve covers fully
installed and prepared. This will save you lots of time and
maximize the uptime of your plant.
Scope of service









Supply of the covered frame inserts
Carefully prepared frame inserts thanks to wear-free
processing
Sieve fabric of accustomed Buhler quality
Uniform bonding by automatic bonding machine
Return of the covered and used frame inserts
Removal of the old covers and adhesive remainders
Preparation for installation of new sieve covers
Stocking until next application

Preventative
maintenance for
high economy.

Grain Processing
Customer Service

Your benefits
 High uptime
Fewer unscheduled mill stops due to defective flour
sieves
 Consistently high product quality
No risks thanks to preventive flour sieve changes
 Optimal flour sifting action and maximum yield
Best condition of flour sieves and sieve cleaners at
any time
 No investment
Spare frame inserts are owned by Buhler
 Reduced capital cost
Stock-keeping by Buhler
 Reduced personnel cost
Installing and removing of covers by Buhler

Buhler frame insert exchanges.
Fast, reliable, and efficient.

Frame material

Clothing

NOVA (AL)

Nylon (GG/MF), wire

NOVAPUR (stainless steel)

Nylon (GG/MF), wire

We grant a quantity discount for orders of more than
80 insert frames.

Key:

S-frames not available.

AL

= Aluminum

N

= Normal frame insert

B

= Wide frame insert

rf

= Stainless

GG = Semolina gauze
MF

= Milling forte

We would be pleased to send you a quotation. Simply return this form to your Buhler contact.
Company
Address
Post code / place / country
Ordered by
Phone / fax
Place / date
Signed
Machine number

Diagram number
BBS/CSB31/He 06/2010/en

Bühler GmbH
Grain Processing Customer Service
D-38114 Braunschweig / Germany
Tel

+49 531 594 0

Fax +49 531 594 2890
service.germany@buhlergroup.com
www.buhlergroup.com

